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Project Partners & Supporters

About the Cover Pictures:
Collect, sort, and pack: so it begins …

Autumn Collections

In a cost-cutting exercise, we decided against using Lincoln as a temporary base to collect and store
donated kit, in the process hiring vans on consecutive days, with a third then hired to get the gear
down to Berkshire. And settled instead for the hire of one, long wheelbase van with the plan to collect
the kit in one hit over a two-day period. It sounded good in theory, but then again it would to the one
non-driver among the two-man project team. But how would it prove in practice?
ROAD TRIP
FRIDAY 16 SEPTEMBER
Distrust all ventures that do not include food. This, by way of a rough translation, is the dictum and
dictates of the project’s Mumbai mentor, Mr. Vijay Ramachandran. Ramu would not set out on one of
our Rural Schools expeditions without first ordering and then collecting breakfast. While not as exotic
as Mani’s Vada & Chutney, Tim and I had to settle for cheese and pickle, and corned beef and pickle
sandwiches, crisps, fruit, energy bars and water. While the Branston Pickle proved game enough, it
was a poor substitute for the Chembur Chutney Kings.
With van collected and provisions packed we were soon on our way to the M1. The highlight of a
lengthy stretch of motorway proved a large lorry (advertising Jaffa Cakes) on the back of which read:
no cakes are left in this vehicle overnight. On the road at 8.30 we made Mansfield, our first collection,
by mid-day. Both Charlie Gwillim and then Peter Mason in Newark, set the (cricket) ball rolling with a
wide selection of kit in bags and boxes. Special mention here to Balderton CC for their contribution.

Across the county border, we had two collections in Lincolnshire. First to the project’s spiritual home,
the Lincoln Lindum CC, and then on to Alkborough CC. My thanks for these to Neil Lockwood, Bob
Swainson, and Nige Brown for their efforts on our behalf. With the Friday afternoon rush hour
manageable, we motored steadily on to Brighouse and an old friend of Project Front Foot, Steve
Archer. Courtesy of clubs in the Yorkshire Cricket Board’s west region, Steve once again provided a
HUGE! amount of clothing and equipment which took time, in between tea and biscuits, to load. As in
the past, Gary, the family boxer dog oversaw the stacking and packing.

After handshakes and heartfelt thanks, we were back to the M62 and heading for Manchester and our
lodgings for the night in Trafford. A much-postponed kit collection, we packed Luke Brooksby’s kit in
the Premier Inn car park amid light that would have long furrowed the brow of Dicky Bird. The last
word – after an eleven-hour day and some three hundred miles – must go to Tim Gill, who, despite
driving a large, unfamiliar hire van, coped admirably with the roads, route and my constant ramblings.
SATURDAY 17 SEPTEMBER
The concern on the second morning was the very real threat of not having enough space to store the
remaining donations. The previous day had already tested the hire van’s cubic capacity. This prompted
a hurried repack a little after eight o’clock as we sought to free up every available nook and cranny.
And just as well, as James O’Brien of the Bowdon CC arrived a quarter of an hour later with another
half-dozen bags. Cajoled and coerced into crack and crevasse, the rear doors were eventually locked,
and we made the short journey along Brian Statham Way to the Emirates Old Trafford.

Our fears over all things spatial were heightened shortly after on spying Sandy Mitchell drive into the
Old Trafford car park in the Lancashire Cricket Foundation’s white van. Mercifully, the van was not
full, and with a little light scrummaging we managed to pack and stack the various bags and boxes.
Spared any sporting activity around Trafford that morning, we were soon on our way to the nearby
Peak District and the village of Hayfield.

The narrow winding roads tested Tim’s White Van ways. Such stresses and strains were more than
offset, however, by some spectacular scenery. We made the cricket ground - no less spectacular
nestling in a valley surrounded by high peaks - shortly after mid-day. Club stalwart, Bill Higginbotham,
was on hand to meet and greet and explain a little about the club including the day that the Hayfield
born and bred, Arthur Lowe, brought the Dad’s Army cast to play a charity match against the village
team.

With legs stretched, and facilities availed, we packed the eight or so bags, said our goodbyes to Bill
and ground, and set out for leafy Berks. Two long days, 530 miles travelled, and a shedload of clothing
and kit set for deserving clubs and communities. Not that the work was over. There still remained the
small matter of unpacking and sorting the swag.

SORT & PACK XV
SUNDAY 18 SEPTEMBER
The initial reaction on opening the van doors the following morning was to run, very fast, and as far
away as possible. The lack of space was reminiscent of Somerset captain, John Daniell’s, reaction on
entering his hotel room prior to the start of the Weston-super-Mare cricket festival in the early 1920s.
Dismayed by the lack of space, he called for the manager and explained the room was barely big
enough to swing a cat. The manager, used to difficult customers from his days in London hotels, quietly
explained that he hadn’t realized that Daniell was here for the cat-swinging.

With Ron sidelined, this left Tim, Fred and myself as the Pac-Men designate. Undaunted, or only
slightly daunted, we set to and four hours later the bags and boxes had been decanted and contents
sorted by item and size. The initial unpack also enabled us to discard broken bats, orphaned gloves,
pads on their last legs, and any clothing that might have seen better days. We were also on the lookout
for non-cricketing items we could recycle to nearby charities including the Salvation Army and SHOC
(Slough Homeless Our Concern).

By lunchtime – a curious sight for passing dog-walkers and horse riders – piles of cricket clothing and
equipment littered the forecourt and lawn, with a nearby party wall requisitioned for helmets.
Adhering strictly to Ramu’s Rules regarding food and its consumption, the hours were laced with teas,
coffees, chocolate bars, and the now statutory bacon butties. Fortified and ready for the second-half,
the repacking began in earnest after lunch.

By five o’clock we were down to sweeping the forecourt and packing away the table. All was safely
gathered in. This just left the boxes and containers of coloured clothing to be sorted in a fortnight’s
time. My thanks to Tim and Fred for their hard work, for Jenn in keeping us fed and watered, and to
our friends and partners who made this possible with their generous donations.
And … RELAX!

Beneficiaries

Cricket UK
I’m delighted to report that recently donated
clothing will shortly be placed with a cricket
project in Croydon. Run by the Refugee Council,
the project involves a group of talented young
Afghan cricketers. Project Front Foot has
supported this group over the past four years.
Early next month, PFF volunteers will take a
swag of shirts, flannels, and sweaters to a South
London cricket school for one of their indoor
training sessions. The bulk of our autumn
collections, meanwhile, remain at project HQ
destined for cricketers and communities on the
continent next spring.

Cricket Lebanon
In late February four bags of donated project bats and balls (courtesy of Kim and the Surrey Cricket
Board) headed to Lebanon destined for the young Syrian cricketers of the Shatila refugee camp in
southern Beirut and to cricket hubs in the Bekaa. Thanks to Richard Verity, we have a recent picture
of the kids and kit in action.

Cricket Germany
As the season drew to a close, and thoughts turned from outdoor to indoor practice, we asked a
selection of clubs who had benefitted from project kit this summer to share a few images of their end
of season programmes.
AC Berlin
In the picture below, courtesy of Adam Page, members of the AC Berlin Women’s team are seen
coaching children at their Club's Anniversary Open Day held at Berlin-Hellersdorf in September.

Berlin Cricket Academy
Whether running an after-school cricket programme at Berlin’s British School or conducting coaching
sessions and matches on the Maifeld behind the Olympic Stadium, there is rarely a dull moment during
the cricket academy’s busy year-round schedule. As last year, we were extremely happy to support
Mo and his talented coaching staff. If the smiles are anything to go by, then the coaches are doing an
excellent job.

Baden-Württemberg
Thanks to the hard work of BWCricket chairman, Sachin, Project donated kit – shared between the
kids of TV Käfertal and those of Walldorf – was on show in mid-summer courtesy of local tournaments.

Erlangen CC
The youngsters from Erlangen CC were in late season action at a local tournament in September.
Thanks to Anne-Marie Albone we have pictures of the event.

VfB Oldenburg CC

In early April we donated several bags of kit to
the VfB Oldenburg team. This, as you see from
the picture opposite, was kit well allocated. A
progressive club led by the enterprising and
hardworking, Radhe Mandal, Oldenburg players
were keen to start their close season on the
front foot by organising a cricket workshop for
women and youths run by the German national
team coach, Michael Trewlis. This is a club very
much on the move and keen to place the appeal
of club cricket before as wide a cross-section of
the local population as possible.

Cricket France
Arras CC
Louise and the Arras CC have just started on the long road of developing a junior section in their club.
A decision, we were delighted to support by providing two bags of junior kit to the club during our
spring travels.

Aunis CC
There was seasonal change afoot in western France where the young cricketers of Aunis CC swapped
the wide-open spaces of La Rochelle for their indoor winter home.

Bengal Tigers CC
In late September we received the following message from the Bengal Tigers CC in Paris.
Our cricket League season is finished. Unfortunately, we couldn't make the final this year. We lost our
last match and placed 3rd in the league. But good news is as you know we play tape tennis cricket too.
And we participate in a tournament where we were unbeaten champions. Hope we will play next year
with more confident in cricket ball. Thanks for supporting us. Mashuk.

Brive CC
The Brive connection arose early in the year via an email from Prad in La Rochelle. He explained that
the Brive Baseball Club (baseball and cricket are part of the same Federation in France and many
baseball clubs have a cricket section) had thirty refugees desperate to start a new cricket club but
were short on kit. The rest, as they say, is history. Perfect timing too in that the kit arrived at the same
time as a spell of cricket weather.

Cricket Portugal
Social Innovation Sports NGO
In late February we received an email from Ricardo at the Social Innovation Sports NGO in Portugal.
His organisation was looking to use cricket to improve and empower the lives of around a hundred
unaccompanied children who were living as asylum-seekers in harsh conditions on the Greek Islands
before being relocated to Portugal. The idea was to start a new club in the region of Beira Interior
around the cities of Fundão, Castelo Branco and Covilhã. After a series of emails, the majority
concerned with post-Brexit import duty, we were able to deliver FIVE bags of clothing and equipment
to Heathrow cargo services for Portugal. In August we received the latest pictures from the project.

Cricket Martinique
Since its founding in 2009, Project Front Foot has
supported cricketers, clubs and communities in
India, Nepal, Lebanon, France, Germany, Portugal,
and the UK. In the coming weeks we may be about
to add to this growing list with the island of
Martinique. On the 30 July I received an email from
the president of the Martinique CC in the French
Antilles. The club has 45 registered players and are
keen to create both a women’s team and work
alongside local schools in promoting the game. But
they need kit. Could we help? Yes, but only if they
can find a way to get our kit from the UK to
Martinique. In a display of positive intent, we set
aside four bags of project donated kit in our recent
sort and pack exercise. As I write, talks are
underway in Saint Lucia about getting our bags on
the move whether by air or sea freight. For the
moment, and until we receive further news, the
situation is very much one of … watch this space.

Front Foot Forum

For all the latest Project Front Foot news and information please click on our Facebook page at
www.facebook.com/projectfrontfoot/.

Front Foot Finances
With the dust beginning to settle on our recent kit collections it is time to consider the project’s
financial situation. In keeping with the other 186,000 UK charities, we rely heavily on the support of
volunteers pitching in with their time, vehicles, and fuel. Early in the project’s life I coined the term:
kit rich, cash poor. The recent mountain of donated clothing and equipment bears out the former,
while a quick glance at the project’s Income & Expenditure Account is a stark reminder of the latter.
Despite operating on a shoestring, we remain reluctant to go down the road of funding appeals,
preferring a make do and mend approach instead. However, the sea change from India to the UK &
Europe combined with the rising cost of van hire, fuel and insurances have made life increasingly
difficult on the financial front. The cost of distributing our kit in April ran to around £1250 with the
breakdown including £500 for van hire, £250 for ferry crossing, £300 for fuel, and another £200 for
insurances and damage waivers. The recent kit collections in September ran to a further £750.
With van hire, fuel, and ferry costs unlikely to fall, we will again be looking at around £1250 to get our
kit to clubs and communities’ next spring. These projected costs will deplete our funding reserves to
such an extent as to see PFF functioning little beyond the summer of 2024. If you would like to
contribute to the project’s running costs, and in so doing extend our working life, please contact Vic
at projectfrontfoot@gmail.com We look forward to hearing from you.

Project Rewind
In the countdown to Mumbai February 2018 the
project platform was simple: let’s have some
fun, do some good. Both were achieved a little
over a week into the visit with the children and
parents of the Akanksha Foundation. Off camera
the Kit Aid banner required two of the coaching
staff to perch precariously on flimsy plastic
chairs. Equally chaotic, the one-size Kwik Cricket
T-shirts saw kids rushing to Mum for that
essential tuck and tweak. There was growing
curiosity too in the kit with arm guards proving a
complete mystery; the pink skill balls a little too
pink perhaps for their own good; and wicketkeeping gloves always fun to touch and try. A
hugely successful handover, then, and one that
will be remembered for a very long time.

In Memoriam
September 28th marked the eighth anniversary of the passing of Mr
P R Subramanian. A great friend and supporter of Project Front Foot,
Suby was solely responsible for helping secure our ground in
October 2009. Without the use of the Indian Gymkhana at King’s
Circle, there is every likelihood that the project would not have got
off the ground. Suby was also a key figure along with Ramu,
Ramakant, Milind, and Chand in what became our Rural Schools
Initiative. In October 2011, his help and advice were of immense
value as we took our first unsteady steps in the world of air freight
with 500kgs of clothing and kit making the journey from the UK to
Mumbai. A gentle, soft-spoken man, Suby’s contribution to the
project proved a key factor in its growth and development.

Cricket for Christmas
Stumped for that difficult Christmas gift? Caught out by the onset of the festive season? Then look no
further than Of Battenberg, Bombay and Blag by project founder, Vic Mills. The following is a review
posted on the book’s Amazon UK website page by Lettie on 7 October.

This book should be in every
cricket bag. Vic Mills – recovering
law graduate, charity founder,
former bin man, consummate
club cricketer -- has written a
mutant cross between a sports
memoir, a travel diary and a
Hunter S Thompson book if the
late doctor had known his arse
from his lbw.

The title is well chosen. Battenberg – the tonnes of cake that every club cricketer consumes over a
career of teas. Bombay -- the site of Mills’ Project Front Foot, which has provided thousands upon
thousands of pieces of kit for cricket-crazy Indian kids. And Blag -- well, that permeates every page, as
our hero talks his way into press boxes, embassies and the pages of The Guardian, The Sydney Morning
Herald, The Times of India and Wisden Cricket Monthly (though not, sadly, Fiesta; too cerebral),
dependent on his wits, the kindness of strangers and industrial quantities of chutzpah. Our story starts
in Lincoln, deepest provincial England. This is the spiritual centre of the book, the safe harbour to
which our hero returns after his adventures in the fleshpots of Sydney, Mumbai, Manila and Market
Deeping. Mills can write. The book is occasionally poignant, sometimes with a serious point, but
always witty and funny. Entertaining and self-deprecating, a wizard of wordplay, he has a masterful
knack of drawing the most out of a story. A chuckle is never more than a sentence away, a belly laugh
no further than the next paragraph. And boy, does Mills know cricket, from the splintery old wooden
pavilion to the air-conditioned international press box; from the wettest English Saturday to the
sweltering Indian noon-day sun; from the humblest club fixture to the toughest Test match. It provides
him with a unique perspective on the game’s traditions, its quirks and its characters, its joys and the
way it can lift you up and dump you down like no other sport. Cricket -- honest, amateur cricket, at a
decent club level -- is at the heart of the book, starting in 1967, before the circus came to town. Before
numbers on players’ backs, before power plays and concussion subs, before boundaries were brought
in 10 yards, before “six and out” moved from the back garden to the international arena.
It’s a reminder that, however badly governed, the game will live and thrive for as long as there are 22
good men and true (lady-folk, too, apparently!) prepared to waste an afternoon scampering round
God’s green sward, throwing a leather ball at a bunch of wooden sticks. Club cricketers will read BB&B
with nods of recognition and the occasional twinge of envy. IPL superstars will read it on the 21st floor
of their identical, hermetically sealed hotel in whichever city they happen to be in today and think:
“Damn! Why isn’t my life this much fun?” It’s the perfect Christmas present. If you don’t have a couple
of acquaintances and relatives who would love this book, maybe it’s time to get new friends and a
new family.
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And finally …
we lost a valued and trusted friend of the project
in late summer with the passing of Fred & Jane’s
Golden Retriever, Willow. A constant during
almost the entire life of the project, Willow
came into her own on our sort and pack days.
She would pad over mid-morning for her cursory
sniff and scratch test of the assorted kit. Having
inspected the donations, she would park herself
at Fred’s feet; on call to offer IT advice as he
compiled a spreadsheet of bag contents on his
laptop. The going rate for such consultations? A
treat or three. When tired of technology, Willow
would wander the bags in search of a kindly ear
scratch or a vigorous nose-to-tail fur tousling.
And when even that became too much – it can
you know – she would doze a while dreaming of
squirrels chased and woods truffled.

Vic Mills. Berlin. October 2022.

